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over 400 undergraduaTe Course opTions

over 200 posTgraduaTe Course opTions

Faculty of arts, humanities and social sciences
12 schools, 22 departments

Faculty of engineering, Mathematics and science
8 schools, 13 departments

Faculty of health sciences
4 schools, 18 departments trinity College Dublin 
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Over the past 425 years trinity College Dublin, the
University of Dublin, has developed a reputation  
as an institution that delivers world-class education,
consistently ranking as Ireland's top university.  Centuries of
discovery support every footstep across the cobblestoned
paths of trinity’s historic campus. A tradition of excellence
underpins every lecture, every experiment and every
breakthrough in our world-class facilities. trinity education
fosters in our students a life-long desire for knowledge and
understanding, a capacity for creativity and innovation,
cross-cultural awareness and a sense of global citizenship. 
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Beyond a greaT eduCaTion
Community is a key element of the trinity
education and every student can benefit from
a wide variety of available supports. the truly
accessible and dedicated professors
encourage students to actively engage in
University life and the city beyond the campus
gates. A core aspect of the trinity education
is the potential for co- and extra- curricular
activities which broaden and reinforce the
experience of a trinity graduate. 

ouTside The leCTure TheaTre
� 200+ student societies, publications 

and sports clubs

� Oldest student societies in the world: 
‘the Phil’ and ‘the hist’, rival debating 
societies, dating back over 300 years

� Oldest student newspaper in Ireland, 
founded in 1953

� 50+ sports clubs welcoming members 
of all levels

FosTering independenT Thinkers
student well-being is extremely important at
trinity, consequently the university offers
dedicated personal support and well-being
services. trinity is one of the world's only
universities to provide all undergraduate
students with a personal tutor - a faculty
member who can guide students through 
their chosen academic pathway. 

rankings

world Top 100* 

#1 in ireland**

45th international outlook**

leru  Member of league of european
research universities 

*Qs world university rankings 2018
**Times higher education world university rankings 2018 

Think 

For

Think
TriniTy
For

TriniTy’s liBrary
the largest library in

Ireland, trinity has been
a deposit library since

1801, entitled to a copy of
every title published in

the Uk and Ireland. the
collection spans several

facilities and holds
upwards of six million

volumes, including over
half a million maps.

researCh CenTre
environMenT 

staff and students at trinity
conduct research at the

frontiers of their disciplines.
trinity is committed to

giving students the
opportunity to work with 

and learn from global
leaders in research and to

benefit from their
experience and networks. 

trinity’s campus lies at the very centre of 
Dublin city. Within minutes of museums, 

seats of government, theatres and global 
corporations, trinity is an oasis in the 
middle of a vibrant European capital. 

For centuries, Dublin has been renowned 
for music and literature. Now it is also 

a European hub of innovation.

ConneCTed To The gloBe
Over 20 million people pass through Dublin

Airport every year. Only one hour from London
and five hours from New York, Dublin is a hub

for Ryanair and Aer Lingus, low cost carriers
connecting to over 120 European destinations.

Dublin ranks 31st worldwide for student life*
and and has 300 plus worldwide student

exchange agreements.

Dublin is home to Europe’s largest urban park,
part of the city’s 5000 acres of green space. 

Ireland consistently ranks as one of the safest 
and friendliest countries in the world. Our air is
clean, our hilltops are the world’s greenest and

our education system is world-class. 

*Qs Best student Cities 2017

DEstINAtION
Think

TriniTy
For

Think 
TriniTy

For

to study
at trinity 

is to become 
part of a global 

community of 
thinkers, creators, 
scientists, artists, 

inventors and entrepreneurs 
spanning 130 different 

countries and over 400 years.

A trinity education extends beyond the
classroom and facilitates student

internships and work placements with
multi-national industry partners. 

With a celebrated history, globally-
recognised academics, and cutting-
edge facilities, trinity is the perfect

balance between tradition 
and innovation.

The TriniTy CoMMuniTy has
shaped our world

samuel Beckett, 
nobel prize for literature, 1969

oscar wilde,
writer best known for 'The picture

of dorian gray' and 'The importance 
of Being earnest'

dr anil kokaram, 
oscar-winning visual effects specialist,

2007

Bram stoker, 
author of the gothic novel 'dracula'

d.B. weiss and david Benioff, 
emmy award-winnning writers of hBo’s

‘game of Thrones’

Mary robinson, 
former president of ireland and un

high Commissioner for human rights

Jonathan swift,
author of 'gulliver's Travels', one of the

world's greatest satirical fantasies

professors luke o’neill 
and Jonathan Coleman, 2014 world’s 

Most influential scientific Minds

ernest walton, 
nobel prize for physics, 1951

edmund Burke,
a noted political theorist and

philosophical writer

Beyond The gaTes

95% of graduates employed or in
further study within six months

28% of undergrads go on to
postgraduate education

Over 440 industry partners; 
Microsoft, Google, IBM, 
European Commission

top Fields for International
Alumni: Media, Education,

Research, Engineering, Business

1st in Europe for producing
Entrepreneurs*

*pitchbook universities report  2017 - 2018

Think 
whaT you
Could do

REPUtAtION
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